Focused assessment with sonography for trauma: current perspectives

Abstract: Focused assessment with sonography for trauma (FAST) is a part of resuscitation of trauma patients recommended by international panel consensus. The purpose of FAST is to identify free fluid, which necessarily means blood in acute trauma patients. In this article, the authors focused on various aspects of FAST in the emergency department, prehospital care, pediatric setting, training and general pearls/pitfalls. Detailed techniques and interpretation of FAST are beyond the scope of this article.
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Introduction
Focused assessment with sonography for trauma (FAST) is a part of resuscitation of trauma patients recommended by international panel consensus and incorporated into the advanced trauma life support (ATLS) course.1,2 The purpose of FAST is to identify free fluid, which necessarily means blood in acute trauma patients, in three potential body spaces, namely, pericardial, pleural and peritoneal spaces. The four target areas of scanning include the pericardial view, right upper quadrant (RUQ) view, left upper quadrant (LUQ) view and pelvic view. In this article, the authors focused on various aspects of FAST in the emergency department (ED), prehospital care, pediatric setting, training and general pearls/pitfalls. Detailed techniques and interpretation of FAST are beyond the scope of this article.

FAST as a diagnostic tool in ED
Diagnostic performance of FAST in the ED depends on several factors, including clinical setting, experience of performers, body habitus of the patient, bowel gas interference and equipment. Despite a number of limitations, FAST still has a good sensitivity and specificity for identification of free fluid in trauma patients (Table 1).3–8

FAST has a major role in triage and guiding the diagnosis and management of trauma patients. Ollerton et al found that the management was changed in 32.8% of patients after FAST. In addition, diagnostic peritoneal lavage (DPL) has decreased from 9% to 1%, while CT utilization has decreased from 47% to 34%.9

During resuscitation of blunt abdominal trauma patients, FAST is often the first diagnostic imaging modality for patient evaluation. CT is, generally, used after a positive FAST examination in hemodynamically stable patients to evaluate for organ injury. For patients with unstable hemodynamics, FAST can be quickly performed and its result might inform the surgeons on the potential site of hemorrhage.10–17
In a retrospective study by Moylan et al, positive FAST in normotensive blunt trauma patients is strongly associated with the need for therapeutic laparotomy with an adjusted odds ratio of 44.6 (95% CI: 1.77–1124). The sensitivity, specificity, positive predictive value (PPV) and negative predictive value (NPV) of FAST are 75.8%, 97.4%, 37.3% and 99.5%, respectively.18

Interestingly, the false-negative rate of FAST performed in blunt abdominal trauma patients with high injury severity score (ISS) is higher than that performed in patients with ISS of <25. Becker et al showed that the sensitivity of FAST is only 65.1% among patients with ISS of >25 when compared with 86.4% in those with a lower ISS. Specificity is similar in the two groups. Therefore, physicians must be careful when interpreting FAST of patients with multiple trauma, particularly when the result is negative.19

In penetrating abdominal trauma, the reported sensitivity of FAST ranges from 28.1% to 100%, but the specificity is very high from 94.1% to 100%. Positive FAST in penetrating abdominal trauma indicates intraperitoneal bleeding and may warrant laparotomy. Nevertheless, local wound exploration, DPL or CT should still be considered in patients with negative FAST.20

For the detection of solid organ injuries, FAST is neither sensitive nor specific. Reported sensitivity varies from 38% to 95.4%. The sensitivity for diagnosis gastrointestinal injury was only 38.5% but increased to 85.2% when the scan was repeated in 12–24 hours.21

In recent years, an additional scan of bilateral anterior hemithoraces to identify pneumothorax has been added to FAST, and the examination has been renamed as extended FAST (E-FAST). E-FAST is highly accurate for identification of pneumothorax (Table 2), particularly over portable chest radiography often performed in trauma patients.22,23,24 In addition, many trauma centers utilize ultrasound (US) of the inferior vena cava (IVC) to rapidly assess volume status of patients.25

### Prehospital and out-of-hospital FAST

Prehospital management of trauma patients is challenging since history, physical examination and initial resuscitation must be as quick, accurate and reliable as much as possible. FAST may be a good diagnostic test for the evaluation of blunt abdominal trauma patients on the field because intraperitoneal fluid, pericardial fluid and pleural fluid can be demonstrated, perhaps, as quickly and easily as in the hospital setting even when being performed by emergency medical technicians (EMTs).26–29

The reported sensitivity, specificity, PPV and NPV of FAST performed by EMT for diagnosis of free intraperitoneal fluid are 61.3%, 96.3%, 89.1% and 83.2%, respectively, which is quite comparable with those performed by physicians.27

FAST or E-FAST can be performed at the site of trauma or during transportation with minimal examination time. In a prospective observational study by Brun et al, the mean examination time of E-FAST is 3.5 minutes for onsite examinations and 3.9 minutes for examinations during patient transfer. The examinations are considered feasible in 95.4% and 93.9% of patients onsite and during transfer, respectively.28 Even in aeromedical transportation, FAST or
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E-FAST can help physicians in diagnosis and management of injured patients. This mode of transportation with helicopter emergency medical service has become more common and is currently the method of choice in some trauma patients. The specificity for diagnosis of hemoperitoneum, pericardial effusion and pneumothorax is high at 94.1%, 99.6% and 99.5%, respectively. Flight nurses, paramedics and pilots can also learn to perform FAST in order to incorporate it into daily practice.

FAST also has a major role during war time as a tool for triage of injured soldiers and a guide for laparotomy. The reported sensitivity, specificity, PPV and NPV of FAST in this setting with therapeutic laparotomy as a goal are 55.6%, 97.8%, 86.5% and 89.5% respectively.

**Pediatric FAST**

In the survey study to evaluate the use of US in pediatric trauma in 2002, only 14% of respondents used FAST in the ED as compared to 74% of adult patients. Nowadays, FAST has become popular among emergency physicians, surgeons and pediatric emergency physicians (PEM) alike. According to a recent survey, 93% of PEM staff and PEM fellows utilize FAST in pediatric trauma patients.

Diagnostic performance of FAST in children is somewhat different than that of adults. In a recent meta-analysis of trauma US performed in 3,838 children for identifying free fluid, the sensitivity, specificity, positive likelihood ratio and negative likelihood ratio were 80%, 96%, 22.9% and 0.2%, respectively. In another prospective observational study, the sensitivity of FAST in detecting clinically significant hemoperitoneum and any amount of hemoperitoneum is rather low at 52% and 20%, respectively. The specificity of FAST is 96% and 98%, while the accuracy is 93% and 78%, respectively.

FAST examination in pediatric patients can be highly specific but insensitive to detect free intraperitoneal fluid. However, combining FAST and physical examinations can add value in blunt abdominal trauma when compared with FAST examination alone. In the recent investigation, the combination has sensitivity and specificity of 90% and 83%. When both FAST and physical examinations are normal, nonoperative management may be safely performed. In another investigation, combining hemodynamics of the patients together with FAST and CT results can improve accuracy of the evaluation of pediatric blunt abdominal trauma. Sensitivity, NPV and negative likelihood ratio rise to 83.3%, 99.1% and 0.167, respectively.

**Training**

Emergency medicine physicians, surgeons, radiologists and resident trainees usually perform emergency US for diagnostic and therapeutic purpose. Currently, training of FAST and other bedside emergency US to medical students is routine in many medical schools as the skills are considered essential for physicians and are not difficult to learn and practice. Furthermore, training of FAST has extended to allied medical professionals such as specialized nurses and EMT since the tool is useful for patient’s triage both in the field of trauma and in the ED.

Although training seems to be widespread, there is a lack of an international, standardized training curriculum. In addition, competency-based assessment of FAST during training can be challenging. Quality of ultrasound imaging and competence has been proposed for use in validation of training in FAST that can help discriminate between novice and expert.

In general, training of FAST composes of two parts: lecture and hands-on session. There seems to be no difference in posttest scores between using a classroom-based lecture and using a web-based lecture. Both types of lecture can improve participants’ scores in posttest examinations. For hands-on part, it can be performed using a human model or a simulator. By using a human model, anatomic landmarks are better demonstrated, and the technique is easier to perform and interpret. However, pathological conditions generally cannot be shown. In a simulator model, real-time images can be reconstructed by a computer with an ability to demonstrate both normal and pathological conditions. The downside is the difficulty in acquiring proper images on the mannequin. In a recent systematic review, 64.5% of FAST training uses human model in hands-on sessions, while only 14.5% uses a simulator model. The rest uses animals or cadavers. Despite some differences between the two models, both provide significant improvement in physician’s confidence from pretest to posttest. Several data supported hands-on FAST training for several groups of health care providers with supervision from experts.

Training of FAST using lectures with hands-on sessions can improve knowledge-based outcome, particularly among medical students. Data from an US symposium for medical students called Ultrasound consists of hands-on workshops demonstrate an increase in the score of clinical knowledge from 8.1 to 15.6 (out of 21 possible points) among participants. The rate of acceptable FAST images was also increased from 17% to 47%. In another investigation by Blackstock et al, medical students passing a 4-week formal training
Curriculum had mean scores of cognitive skills (physics and image interpretation) increasing from 66.6% to 85.7% and the score for image acquisition up to 86.6%.41 Training in multiple phases during medical years, including lectures with hands-on sessions and 1-year supervision, can increase a success rate of completion of FAST examination. The score of FAST interpretation increases from 6.2 to 7.6 (out of 10) among participants in the first phase of lecture with hands-on sessions. Performance of more than 30 FAST scans with supervision during the later phase of training can double the odds of a successful examination.42

Extending FAST training to nurses has been shown to provide a significant improvement in skills of emergency nurses. After a 1-day lecture and hands-on session inclusive of scanning more than 25 FAST examinations, participants could achieve sensitivity, specificity, PPV and NPV of 84.4%, 98.4%, 94.2% and 95.3%, respectively. The overall accuracy of nurse-performed FAST is 95% for the detection of free fluid.43 Inclusion of FAST and other emergency US applications in training of emergency nurses can help increase its utilization and patient care.44 This situation is likely to be useful in developing countries with resource-limited EDs.

**Pitfalls and limitations**

Similar to many other tests, FAST has technical pitfalls, interpretive pitfalls and limitations. Although the RUQ is the most sensitive view, particularly at the caudal edge of the liver, for free fluid detection,52 the LUQ view is usually the most challenging view to perform as compared to others, requiring a longer time and much effort to obtain adequate visualization. A classic teaching is to identify free intraperitoneal fluid within the splenorenal recess in this view. However, fluid in the LUQ is more often present in a nearby left paracolic gutter inferior to the spleen, contradicting the traditional knowledge. Free fluid can also be found in the subphrenic space, located between the spleen and the left hemidiaphragm. Therefore, these spaces should be interrogated in the LUQ view of FAST.53 Other technical pitfalls of FAST such as poor image gain, suboptimal depth and backward orientation of the transducer are often reduced with an increasing number of examinations, perhaps reflecting more experience of operators.8

Another challenge of performing FAST is to balance between sensitivity and specificity. Both false-positive and false-negative examinations could lead to unfavorable cascade of tests or unnecessary surgery.19,54,55 Physicians should perform FAST with caution to avoid false positivity, such as misinterpretation of the double-line sign (DLS) as free fluid and an elongated left hepatic lobe as a splenic hematoma. The DLS is an echogenic line caused by fascial planes encasing the hyperechoic perinephric fat pad, which may have wedge-shaped and sharp borders in the Morison's pouch.54,55 It can be found in patients of all ages, and there is no correlation between the amount of perinephric fat and the patient's body mass index.55 Misinterpretation of the DLS as free intraperitoneal fluid can lead to unnecessary workup or management for patients.56 Elongated left lobe of the liver and splenic subcapsular hematoma sometimes look alike and can be difficult to differentiate from each other in acute trauma patients.57 The left hepatic lobe usually has a left hepatic vein or a left portal vein as an anatomical landmark, which can be seen on both gray scale and color Doppler imaging. Another method to confirm the lesion as a part of the liver is to sweep the transducer back to the right hepatic lobe to confirm the continuation.

FAST has a limited utility in the detection of retroperitoneal fluid and small intraperitoneal fluid. The pelvic view is best used to detect small free intraperitoneal fluid with a median volume of detection at a minimum of 100 mL.58 For the detection of free fluid associated with grade I–II hepatosplenic injury, the sensitivity of FAST ranges from 55.6% to 80%, but this improves as the severity of injury increases.59 Therefore, CT scan should be performed if there is a high index of suspicion of injuries in trauma patients with a negative FAST examination.60 Follow-up FAST can be an alternative option if the physicians suspect a low-grade injury.

False-negative FAST may be influenced by the severity of both intra-abdominal and other injuries. Tayal et al and Gaarder et al demonstrated that minor solid organ injuries and severe head injuries were associated with the increase of false-negative FAST – albeit not the patient outcome.6,7 Their results are supported by a large retrospective cohort study that showed two independent factors – the presence of severe head injury and severe extremity injury – significantly associated with false-negative FAST examination with odds ratios of 4.90 and 1.86, respectively. Interestingly, abdominal organ injuries are not associated with false-negative FAST examination. There is no association between hospital length of stay, ICU length of stay, therapeutic laparotomy or mortality and false-negative FAST examination.61

E-FAST may overlook pneumothorax particularly at the areas around the lung apices and bases, which account for two-thirds of false-negative tests. About 30% of these pneumothoraces require intervention including drainage.52 Interpretation of volume assessment by the US of the IVC may be interfered by endotracheal intubation and several underlying cardiopulmonary conditions, such as pulmonary arterial hypertension, cardiac tamponade, tricuspid regurgitation and chronic obstructive pulmonary disease.25
Conclusion

FAST is an extremely useful diagnostic tool in triage and guidance in the diagnosis and management of trauma patients, both in- and out-of-hospital. It is an accepted standard in the ATLS protocol that physicians and specialized personnel caring of trauma patients should be adequately trained. Despite its good diagnostic performance and ease of performance, limitations of FAST exist in pediatric age group and those with high injury severity score. It also has some technical and interpretive challenges that physicians should be aware of.
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